We investigate the mechanical interplay between the spatial organization of the actin cytoskeleton and the shape of animal cells adhering on micropillar arrays. Using a combination of analytical work, computer simulations and in vitro experiments, we demonstrate that the orientation of the stress fibers strongly influences the geometry of the cell edge. In the presence of a uniformly aligned cytoskeleton, the cell edge can be well approximated by elliptical arcs, whose eccentricity reflects the degree of anisotropy of the cell's internal stresses. Upon modeling the actin cytoskeleton as a nematic liquid crystal, we further show that the geometry of the cell edge feeds back on the organization of the stress fibers by altering the length scale at which these are confined. This feedback mechanism is controlled by a dimensionless number, the anchoring number, representing the relative weight of surface-anchoring and bulk-aligning torques. Our model allows to predict both cellular shape and the internal structure of the actin cytoskeleton and is in good quantitative agreement with experiments on fibroblastoid (GDβ1,GDβ3) and epithelioid (GEβ1, GEβ3) cells.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mechanical cues play a vital role in many cellular processes, such as durotaxis [1, 2] , cell-cell communication [3] , stress-regulated protein expression [4] or rigiditydependent stem cell differentiation [5, 6] . Whereas mechanical forces can directly activate biochemical signaling pathways, via the mechanotransduction machinery [7] , their effect is often mediated by the cortical cytoskeleton, which, in turn, affects and can be affected by the geometry of the cell envelope.
By adjusting their shape, cells can sense the mechanical properties of their microenvironment and regulate traction forces [8] [9] [10] , with prominent consequences on bio-mechanical processes such as cell division, differentiation, growth, death, nuclear deformation and gene expression [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . On the other hand, the cellular shape itself depends on the mechanical properties of the environment. Experiments on adherent cells have shown that the stiffness of the substrate strongly affects cell morphology [17, 18] and triggers the formation of stress fibers [19, 20] . The cell spreading area increases with the substrate stiffness for several cell types, including cardiac myocytes [17] , myoblasts [18] , endothelial cells and fibroblasts [19] , and mesenchymal stem cells [21] .
In our previous work [22] we have investigated the shape and traction forces of adherent cells [23] characterized by a highly anisotropic actin cytoskeleton. Using a * Corresponding author: giomi@lorentz.leidenuniv.nl contour model of cellular adhesion [8, [23] [24] [25] [26] , we demonstrated that the edge of these cells can be accurately approximated by a collection of elliptical arcs obtained from a unique ellipse, whose eccentricity depends on the degree of anisotropy of the contractile stresses arising from the actin cytoskeleton. Furthermore, our model quantitatively predicts how the anisotropy of the actin cytoskeleton determines the magnitudes and directions of traction forces. Both predictions were tested in experiments on highly anisotropic fibroblastoid and epithelioid cells [27] supported by stiff microfabricated elastomeric pillar arrays [28] [29] [30] , finding good quantitative agreement.
Whereas these findings shed light on how cytoskeletal anisotropy controls the geometry and forces of adherent cells, they raise questions on how anisotropy emerges from the three-fold interplay between isotropic and directed stresses arising within the cytoskeleton, the shape of the cell envelope and the geometrical constraints introduced by focal adhesions. It is well known that the orientation of the stress fibers in elongated cells strongly correlates with the polarization direction of the cell [31] [32] [33] [34] . Consistently, our results indicate that, in highly anisotropic cells, stress fibers align with each other and with the cell's longitudinal direction (see, e.g., Fig. 1A ) [22] . However, the physical origin of these alignment mechanisms is less clear and inevitably leads to a chickenand-egg causality dilemma: do the stress fibers align along the cell's axis or does the cell elongate in the direction of the stress fibers?
The biophysical literature is not scarce of cellular processes that might possibly contribute to alignment of stress fibers with each other and with the cell edge. Me-
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chanical feedback between the cell and the extracellular matrix or substrate, for instance, has been shown to play an important role in the orientation and alignment of stress fibers [21, [35] [36] [37] [38] . Molecular motors have also been demonstrated to produce an aligning effect on cytoskeletal filaments, both in mesenchymal stem cells [39] and in purified cytoskeletal extracts [40] , where the observation is further corroborated by agent-based simulations [41] . A similar mechanism has been theoretically proposed for microtubules-kinesin mixtures [42] . Studies in microchambers demonstrated that steric interactions can also drive alignment of actin filaments with each other and with the microchamber walls [43] [44] [45] . Theoretical studies have highlighted the importance of the stress fibers' assembly and dissociation dynamics [35, 46] , the dynamics of focal adhesion complexes [47, 48] , or both [49, 50] . Also the geometry of actin nucleation sites has been shown to affect the growth direction of actin filaments, thus promoting alignment [51, 52] . Finally, mechanical coupling between the actin cytoskeleton and the plasma membrane has been theoretically shown to lead to fiber alignment, as bending moments arising in the membrane result into torques that reduce the amount of splay within the filaments [53] . Despite such a wealth of possible mechanisms, it is presently unclear which one or which combination is ultimately responsible for the observed alignment of stress fibers between each other and with the cell's longitudinal direction. Analogously, it is unclear to what extent these mechanisms are sensitive to the specific mechanical and topographic properties of the environment, although some mechanisms rely on specific environmental conditions that are evidently absent in certain circumstances (e.g., the mechanical feedback between the cell and the substrate discussed in Refs. [35, 37, 54] relies on deformations of the substrate and is unlikely to play an important role in experiments performed on stiff micro-pillar arrays).
In this paper we investigate the interplay between the anisotropy of the actin cytoskeleton and the shape of cells adhering to stiff microfabricated elastomeric pillar arrays [28] [29] [30] . Rather than pinpointing a specific alignment mechanism, among those reviewed above, we focus on the interplay between cell shape and the spatial organization of the actin cytoskeleton. This is achieved by means of a phenomenological treatment of the stress fiber orientation based on the continuum description of nematic liquid crystals, coupled with a contour model of the cell edge [22] . The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we review in detail our contour model of cells with an anisotropic cytoskeleton [22] . We study how the anisotropy affects the curvature of and tension in the cell cortex, as well as the forces that the cell exerts on the substrate. In Sec. III we further generalize this approach by studying the mechanical interplay between the orientation of the actin cytoskeleton, modeled as a nematic liquid crystal under confinement of the cell edge, and the shape of the cell, and we compare our results to experimental data on highly anisotropic cells. In both sections 
FIG. 1. (A)
A cell with an anisotropic actin cytoskeleton (fibroblastoid) cultured on a stiff microfabricated elastomeric pillar array [22] . The color scale indicates the measured orientation of the actin stress fibers. (B) Schematic representation of a contour model for the cell in (A). The cell contour consists of a collection of concave cellular arcs (red lines) that connect pairs of adhesion sites (blue dots). These arcs are parameterized as curves spanned counterclockwise around the cell by the arclength s, and are entirely described via the tangent unit vector T = (cos θ, sin θ) and the normal vector N = (− sin θ, cos θ), with θ the turning angle. The vector n describes the local orientation of the stress fibers.
we assume that the coordinates of the adhesion sites are constant in time and known. A theoretical description of the dynamics of these adhesion sites, as a result of focal adhesion dynamics, is beyond the scope of this study and can be found, for example, in Refs. [47, 48] .
II. EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATION OF THE CELL BOUNDARY
Many animal cells spread out after coming into contact with a stiff adhesive surface. They develop transmembrane adhesion receptors at a limited number of adhesion sites that lie mainly along the cell contour (i.e., focal adhesions [55] ). These cells are then essentially flat and assume a typical shape characterized by arcs which span between the sites of adhesion, while forces are mainly contractile [23] . This makes it possible to describe adherent cells as two-dimensional contractile films, whose shape is unambiguously identified by the position r = (x, y) of the cell contour [8, 22, 24-26, 56, 57] . Fig. 1B illustrates a schematic representation of the cell (fibroblastoid) in Fig. 1A , where the cell contour consists of a collection of curves, referred to as "cellular arcs", that connect two consecutive adhesion sites. These arcs are parameterized by the arclength s as curves spanned counterclockwise around the cell, oriented along the tangent unit vector T = ∂ s r = (cos θ, sin θ), with θ = θ(s) the turning angle of the arc with respect to the horizontal axis of the frame of reference. The normal vector N = ∂ s r ⊥ = (− sin θ, cos θ), with r ⊥ = (−y, x), is directed toward the interior of the cell. The equation describing the shape of a cellular arc is obtained upon balancing all the conservative and dissipative forces experienced by the cell contour. These are:
where t is time, ξ t is a (translational) friction coefficient, Σ out andΣ in are the stress tensors on the two sides of the cell boundary and F cortex is the stress resultant along the cell contour [8, 22, 23, 25, 26, 56] . The temporal evolution of the cell contour is then dictated by a competition between internal and external bulk stresses acting on the cell boundary and the contractile forces arising within the cell cortex. We assume the dynamics of the cell contour to be overdamped. The stress tensor can be modeled upon taking into account isotropic and directed stresses. The latter are constructed by treating the stress fibers as contractile force dipoles, whose average orientation θ SF is parallel to the unit vector n = (cos θ SF , sin θ SF ) (see Fig. 1B ). This gives rise to an overall contractile bulk stress of the form [58, 59] 
whereÎ is the identity matrix, σ > 0 embodies the magnitude of all isotropic stresses (passive and active) experienced by the cell edge and α > 0 is the magnitude of the directed contractile stresses and is proportional to the local degree of alignment between the stress fibers, in such a way that α is maximal for perfectly aligned fibers, and vanishes if these are randomly oriented. In Sec. III we will explicitly account for the local orientational order of the stress fibers using the language of nematic liquid crystals. The degree of anisotropy of the bulk stress is thus determined by the ratio between the isotropic contractility σ and the directed contractility α. Finally, the tension within the cell cortex is modeled as F cortex = λT , where line tension λ embodies the contractile forces arising from myosin activity in the cell cortex. This quantity varies, in general, along an arc and can be expressed as a function of the arclength s. In the presence of anisotropic bulk stresses, in particular, λ(s) cannot be constant, as we will see in Sec. II A. The force balance condition, Eq. (1), becomes then
A. Equilibrium cell shape and line tension
In this section we describe the position of the cell boundary under the assumption that the timescale required for the equilibration of the forces in Eq. (3) is much shorter than the typical timescale of cell migration on the substrate (i.e., minutes). Under this assumption, ∂ t r = 0 and Eq. (3) can be cast in the form:
where we have used ∂ s T = κN , with κ = ∂ s θ the curvature of the cell edge. A special situation is obtained when the cytoskeleton is purely isotropic. In this case, first discussed by Bar-Ziv et al. in the context of cell pearling [24] and later expanded by Bischofs and coworkers [8, 25] , α = 0 and Eq. (4) reduces to
Solving this equation in the two orthogonal directions T and N leads to two important insights for isotropic cells. First, in the presence of strictly isotropic bulk forces, the line tension λ must be constant along a single arc at equilibrium (i.e., ∂ s λ = 0). Second, bulk and peripheral contractility, that pull the cell edge inward and outward along the normal direction, compromise along an arc of constant curvature κ = −σ/λ, with the negative sign of κ indicating that the arcs are curved inwards. This mechanism is analogous to the Young-Laplace law for fluid interfaces, where the isotropic bulk contractility σ plays the role of the pressure difference and the line tension λ that of surface tension. The cell edge is then described by a sequence of circular arcs, whose radius R = 1/|κ| = λ/σ depends on the local cortical tension λ of the arc. The latter depends on the local myosin concentration and, in general, varies from arc to arc. The possibility of a geometry-dependent cortical tension, originating from the elasticity of the transverse fibers, was also explored in Refs. [8, 25] , to account for an observed correlation between the radius and the length of the cellular arcs. Both geometry-dependent and geometry-independent models successfully describe the shape of adherent cells in the presence of strictly isotropic forces. However, as we showed elsewhere [22] , these isotropic models are not suited for describing cells that develop strong directed forces due to the anisotropic cytoskeleton originating from actin stress fibers [60, 61] . The presence of an anisotropic cytoskeleton is modeled by a nonzero directed stress, α > 0. By virtue of Eq. (4), this results into the fact that the cortical tension λ is no longer constant along the cellular arcs, since the directed stress has, in general, a non-vanishing tangential component (i.e., n · T = 0). In order to highlight the physical mechanisms described by Eq. (4), we introduce a number of simplifications in the remainder of this section. These will be lifted in Sec. III, where we will consider the most general scenario. First, because the orientation of the stress fibers typically varies only slightly along a single arc [22] , we assume the orientation of the stress fibers, θ SF , to be constant along a single cellular arc, but different from arc to arc. Furthermore, we assume that the contractile bulk stresses α and σ are uniform throughout the cell. This allows us to solve Eq. (4) analytically for a given arc. Without loss of generality, we orient the reference frame such that the stress fibers are parallel to the y−axis. Thus, θ SF = π/2 and n =ŷ. Since α, σ and n are constant along an arc, Eq. (4) can be expressed as a total derivative and integrated directly. This yields
where C 1 = (C 1x , C 1y ) is an integration constant. Decomposing Eq. (6) into x− and y−directions yields
Next, taking the ratio of Eqs. (7), using tan θ = dy/dx and integrating, we obtain a general solution for the shape of the cellular arc subject to a non-vanishing isotropic stress (i.e., σ = 0), namely
where C 2 is another integration constant and we have set
Eq. (8) describes an ellipse centered at (x c , y c ) and whose minor and major semi-axis are a = √ γC 2 and b = √ C 2 . The constant γ quantifies the anisotropy of the bulk stress: γ = 1 corresponds to the isotropic case, whereas γ = 0 represents purely anisotropic bulk contractility. Using again Eqs. (7), we further obtain an expression for the line tension λ as a function of x and y:
Using Eqs. (7) and (8), this can be also expressed as a function of the turning angle θ, namely
This expression highlights the physical meaning of the integration constant C 2 . The right-hand side of Eq. (10) attains its minimal value (C 2 ) where θ = 0, hence when the tangent vector is perpendicular to the stress fibers (i.e., n · T = 0). Thus C 2 = λ 2 min /σ 2 , where λ min is the minimal tension withstood by the cortical actin. Substituting C 2 in Eq. (10) yields the tension as a function of the turning angle:
Eq. (11) describes how the line tension deviates from the minimum value λ min for nonzero θ in order to balance the tangential component of the directed stress [Eq. (4)].
The maximum value of the line tension is found at θ = π/2, where the stress fibers are parallel to the arc, and is given by λ max = λ min / √ γ. We note that these variations in line tension along a single arc do not necessarily have to be regulated by the cell. Instead, they could simply be a result of passive mechanical forces in a way very similar to the space-dependent tension in a simple cable hanging under gravity. Although the minimal line tension λ min could, in principle, be arc-dependent, for example if the cell cortex displays substantial variations in the myosin densities [25] , here we approximate λ min as a constant. This approximation is motivated by the fact that our previous in vitro observations of anisotropic epithelioid and fibroblastoid cells did not identify a correlation between the arc length and curvature [22] , which, on the other hand, is expected if λ min was to vary significantly from arc to arc [25] . Hence, α, σ and λ min represent the material parameters of our model. Substituting C 2 in Eq. (8) yields an implicit representation of the plane curve approximating individual cellular arcs, namely
This equation describes an ellipse centered at the point (x c , y c ) and oriented along the y−direction, whose minor and major semi-axes are a = λ min √ γ/σ and b = λ min /σ respectively ( Fig. 2 ). For arbitrary stress fiber orientation θ SF , Eq. (12) can be straightforwardly generalized in the form:
Consistently, the major axis of the ellipse is always parallel to the stress fibers, hence tilted by an angle θ SF with respect to the x−axis (Fig. 2) . The direct relation between the contractile forces arising from the cytoskeleton and the shape of the cell is highlighted by the dimensionless parameter γ = σ/(σ + α): on the one hand, γ defines the anisotropy of the contractile bulk stress, on the other hand it dictates the anisotropy of the cell shape. The coordinates of the center of the ellipse (x c , y c ) and the angular coordinates of the adhesion sites along the ellipse, ψ 0 and ψ 1 in Fig. 2 , can be calculated using standard algebraic manipulation and are given in Appendix A. One of the most striking consequences of the elliptical shape of the cellular arcs is that the local curvature is no longer constant, consistent with experimental observations on epithelioid and fibroblastoid cells in Ref. [22] . This can be calculated from Eq. (12) using
and expressed in terms of the turning angle θ using Eqs. (7) and (11). This yields
with the negative sign indicating that the arcs are curved inwards. A cellular arc thus attains its maximal (minimal) absolute curvature, where θ = 0 (θ = π/2) and the stress fibers are parallel (perpendicular) to the arc tangent vector, namely
Consistent with experimental evidence [22] , the radius of curvature of arcs perpendicular to stress fibers is smaller than the radius of curvature of arcs parallel to the stress fiber direction. For the experimental methods and a more detailed comparison between theory and experiment, see Ref. [22] . We stress that, as long as the contractile stresses arising from the actin cytoskeleton are roughly uniform across the cell (i.e., α, σ and λ min are constant), all cellular arcs are approximated by a unique ellipse (see, e.g., Fig. 3 ). Thus, regions of the cell edge having higher and lower local curvature correspond to different portions of the same ellipse, depending on the relative orientation of the local tangent vector and the stress fibers.
B. Traction forces
With the expressions for shape of the cellular arcs [Eq. (13) ] and cortical tension [Eq. (11) ] in hand, we can now calculate the traction forces exerted by the cell via the focal adhesions positioned at the end-points of a given cellular arc (Fig. 2) . Calling these F 0 and F 1 and recalling the the cell edge is oriented counter-clockwise, we have
A cell with an anisotropic actin cytoskeleton on a microfabricated elastomeric pillar array (fibroblastoid [22] , same cell as in Figure 1A) , with a unique ellipse (white) fitted to its arcs. The actin, cell edge, and micropillar tops are in the red, green, and blue channels respectively. The endpoints of the arcs (cyan) are identified based on the forces that the cell exerts on the pillars. For a detailed description of the experimental methods, see Ref. [22] . Scale bar is 10 µm.
and θ 1 are the turning angles at the end-points of the arc. For practical applications, it is often convenient to express the position of the adhesion sites in terms of their relative distance d = d(cos φ, sin φ) (Fig. 2) . This yields
where n ⊥ = (sin θ SF , − cos θ SF ) and the length scale ρ is defined as
The total traction force exerted by the cell can be calculated by summing the two forces associated with the arcs joining at a given adhesion site, while taking into account that the the orientation n of the stress fibers is generally different from arc to arc. Another interesting quantity is obtained by adding the forces F 0 and F 1 from the same arc. Although these two forces act on two different adhesion sites, their sum represents the total net force that a single cellular arc exerts on the substrate. This is given by
where (Fig. 2) . Eq. (18) is the force resulting from the integrated contractile bulk stress [see Eq. (1)] and is independent of the line tension λ min .
C. Mechanical invariants
We conclude this section by highlighting two mechanical invariants, local quantities that are constant along a cellular arc, thus showing the intimate relation between the geometry of the cell and the mechanical forces it exerts on the environment. From Eqs. (16) we find
where F and F ⊥ are the components of the force, parallel and perpendicular to n, at any point along a same cellular arc. Furthermore, by inspection of Eqs. (14) and (11) we observe that
From this, we find that the normal component of the cortical force, λκ [see Eq. (4)], is then given by
This relation is an analog of the Young-Laplace law for our anisotropic system. In the isotropic limit, α = 0 and λ min = λ, thus we recover the standard force-balance expression λκ = −σ. Eq. (21) shows that the normal force λκ decreases with increasing line tension λ, because an increase in line tension is accompanied by an even stronger decrease in the curvature κ.
III. INTERPLAY BETWEEN ORIENTATION OF THE CYTOSKELETON AND CELLULAR SHAPE
In this Section we generalize our approach by allowing the orientation of the stress fibers to vary along individual cellular arcs. This is achieved by combining the contour model for the cell shape, reviewed in Sec. II, with a continuous phenomenological model of the actin cytoskeleton, rooted into the hydrodynamics of nematic liquid crystals [62] . This setting can account for the mechanical feedback between the orientation of the stress fibers and the cellular shape and allows us to predict both these features starting from the position of the adhesions sites alone. A treatment of the dynamics of focal adhesions is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found elsewhere, e.g., in Refs. [47, 48] .
As mentioned in the Introduction, experimental observations, by us [22] and others [31] [32] [33] [34] , have indicated that stress fibers tend to align with each other and with the cell's longitudinal direction. As we discussed, several cellular processes might contribute to these alignment mechanisms, such as mechanical cell-matrix feedback [21, [35] [36] [37] [38] , motor-mediated alignment [39] [40] [41] [42] , steric interactions [43] [44] [45] , stress fiber formation and dissociation [35, 46, 49, 50] , focal adhesion dynamics [47] [48] [49] [50] , the geometry of actin nucleation sites [51, 52] , or membranemediated alignment [53] , but it is presently unclear which combination of mechanisms is ultimately responsible for the orientational correlation observed in experiments. Our phenomenological description of the actin cytoskeleton allows us to focus on the interplay between cellular shape and the orientation of the stress fibers, without the loss of generality that would inevitably result from selecting a specific alignment mechanism among those listed above.
A. Dynamics of the stress fibers
The actin cytoskeleton is modeled as a nematic liquid crystal confined within the cellular contour. This is conveniently represented in terms of the two-dimensional nematic tensor:
where δ ij is the Kronecker delta and S = 2 tr Q 2 is the so called nematic order parameter, measuring the amount of local nematic order. In the context of the actin cytoskeleton, a low S value might result from either a low local density of stress fibers, or from a high density of randomly oriented stress fibers. In the standard {x,ŷ} Cartesian basis, Eq. (22) yieldŝ
Just like the dynamics of the cell edge, the dynamics of the cytoskeleton are assumed to be overdamped, thus:
where ξ r is a rotational friction coefficient, dictating the rate of the relaxational dynamics, and F cyto is the Landau-de Gennes free-energy [62] :
The first integral in Eq. (25) corresponds to a standard mean-field free-energy, favoring perfect nematic order (i.e., S = 1), while penalizing gradients in the orientation of the stress fibers and their local alignment. K is the orientational stiffness of the nematic phase in the one elastic constant approximation. The length-scale δ sets the size of the boundary layer in regions where the order parameter drops to zero to compensate a strong distortion of the nematic director n, such as in proximity of topological defects. The second integral, which is extended over the cell contour, is the Nobili-Durand anchoring energy [63] and determines the orientation of the stress fibers along the edge of the cell, with the tensorQ 0 representing their preferential orientation. Experimental evidence form our ( Fig. 3 and Ref. [22] ) and other's work (e.g., Refs. [31] [32] [33] [34] ), suggests that, in highly anisotropic cells, peripheral stress fibers are preferentially parallel to the cell edge. The same trend is recovered in experiments with purified actin bundles confined in microchambers [43, 44] . In the language of Landau-de Gennes theory, this effect can be straightforwardly reproduced by setting
with T the tangent unit vector of the cell edge, under the additional assumption that nematic order is prominent along the cell contour (i.e., S = 1). The constant W > 0 measures the strength of this parallel anchoring.
To ensure the free-energy to be minimal at equilibrium (i.e., when ∂ t Q ij = 0), we solve Eq. (24) with Neumann boundary conditions:
B. The dynamics of the cell edge
The relaxational dynamics of the cell contour are governed, in our model, by Eq. (3), which is now lifted from the assumption that the orientation n of the stress fibers is uniform along individual cellular arcs. Furthermore, the contractile stress given by Eq. (2) can now be generalized as:Σ
with α 0 a constant independent on the local order parameter. Comparing Eqs. (2) and (28) yields α = α 0 S, thus the formalism introduced in this Section allows us to explicitly account for the effect of the local orientational order on the amount of contractile stress exerted by the stress fibers. Next, we decompose Eq. (3) along the normal and tangent directions of the cell contour. Since the cells considered here are pinned at the adhesion sites and the density of actin along the cell contour is assumed to be constant, tangential motion is suppressed, i.e., T · ∂ t r = 0. Together with Eq. (28) this yields:
Eq. (29a) describes then the relaxation of tension λ within the cell edge, given its shape, whereas Eq. (29b) describes the relaxation of the cellular shape itself. The variations in the cortical tension might result from a regulation of the myosin activity or simply form a passive response of the cortical actin to the tangential stresses. Integrating Eq. (29a) then yields the cortical tension along an arc:
whereQ =Q(s) varies, in general, along an individual cellular arc. The integration constant λ(0), which represents the cortical tension at one of the adhesion sites, is related to the minimal tension λ min withstood by the cortical actin which we used, in Sec. II, as material parameter of the problem. In practice, we first calculate λ over an entire arc using a arbitrary guess for λ(0). Then, we apply a uniform shift in such a way that the minimal λ value coincides with λ min . Combining the dynamics of the cell contour and that of the cell bulk, we obtain the following coupled differential equations:
These are complemented by the condition that r is fixed in a number of specific adhesion sites, the boundary condition given by Eq. (27) for the nematic tensorQ and the requirement that min s λ(s) = λ min on each arc.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Eqs. (31) are numerically solved using a finite difference integration scheme with moving boundary. As we detail in Appendix B, the time-integration is performed iteratively using the forward Euler algorithm by alternating updates of the cell contour and of the bulk nematic tensor. This process is iterated until both the cell shape and the orientation reach a steady state.
To highlight the physical meaning of our numerical results, we introduce two dimensionless numbers, namely the contractility number, Co, and the anchoring number, An. Co is defined as the ratio between the typical distance between two adhesion sites d and the major axis of the ellipse approximating the corresponding cellular arc (b = λ min /σ, see Sec. II A):
and provides a dimensionless measure of the cell contraction (thus of the cell average curvature). The anchoring number, on the other hand, is defined as the ratio between a typical length scale R in which the internal cell structure is confined (not necessarily equal to the distance d) and the length scale K/W , which sets the size of the boundary layer whereQ crosses over from its bulk configuration toQ 0 :
This number expresses the ratio between the anchoring energy, which scales as W R [i.e., last term in Eq. (25)], and the bulk energy, which scales as K, thus independently on cell size [i.e., first term in Eq. (25)]. Hence, An represents the competition between boundary alignment (with strength W ) and bulk alignment (strength K) within the length scale of the cell R. For An 1, bulk elasticity dominates over boundary anchoring and the orientation of the stress fibers in the bulk propagates into the boundary, resulting into a uniform orientation throughout the cell and large deviations from parallel anchoring in proximity of the edge. Conversely, for An 1, boundary anchoring dominates bulk elasticity and the orientation of the stress fibers along the cell edge propagates into the bulk, leading to non-uniform alignment in the interior of the cell.
To get insight on the effect of the combinations of these dimensionless parameters on the spatial organization of the cell, we first consider the simple case in which the adhesion sites are located at the corners of squares and rectangles (Sec. IV A). In Sec. IV B we consider more realistic adhesion geometries and compare our numerical results with experimental observations on highly anisotropic cells. and the background color indicates the local nematic order parameter S.
As expected, for low Co values (left column), cells with high An exhibit better parallel anchoring than cells with small An values, but lower nematic order parameter in the cell interior. Interestingly, the alignment of stress fibers with the walls in the configuration with large An value (top left) resembles the configurations found by Deshpande et al. [35, 46] , who specifically accounted for the assembly and dissociation dynamics of the stress fibers. More strikingly, the structure reported in the top left of Fig. 4 appears very similar to those found in experiments of actin filaments in cell-sized square microchambers [43, 44] , simulations of hard rods in quasi-2D confinement [43] , and results based on Frank elasticity [64] , where the tendency of the nematic director to align along the square edges competes with that of aligning along the diagonal.
For large Co values (right column of Fig. 4) , the cell deviates from the square shape. Interestingly, An and Co do not influence the geometry of the cell independently. For constant Co, i.e., for fixed stress fiber contractility, increasing An leads to higher tangential alignment of the stress fibers with the cell edge, thus increasing An decreases the contractile force experienced by the cell edge, which is proportional to (n · N ) 2 [Eq. (31a)]. Finally, we note that all configurations in Fig. 4 display a broken rotational and/or chiral symmetry. For An = 0 the stress fibers are uniformly oriented, but any direction is equally likely. For non-zero An, the stress fibers tend to align along either of the diagonals (with the same probability) to reduce the amount of distortion. Upon increasing Co, chirality emerges in the cytoskeleton and in the cell contour (see, e.g., the cell in the middle of the right column in Fig. 4) . In light of the recent interest in chiral symmetry breaking in single cells [65] and in multicellular environments [66] , we find it particularly interesting that chiral symmetry breaking can originate from the natural interplay between the orientation of the stress fibers and the shape of the cell.
To conclude this section, we focus on four-sided cells whose adhesion sites are located at the vertices of a rectangle and explore the effect of the cell aspect ratio (i.e., height/width). Fig. 5 displays three configurations with aspect ratio increasing from 1 to 2. Upon increasing the cell aspect ratio, the mean orientation of the stress fibers switches from the diagonal (aspect ratio 1) to longitudinal (aspect ratio 2), along with an increase in the order parameter in the cell bulk, as can be seen in Fig. 5 by the slightly more red-shifted cell interior. This behavior originates from the competition between bulk and boundary effects. Whereas the bulk energy favors longitudinal alignment, as this reduces the amount of bending of the nematic director, the anchoring energy favors alignment along all four edges alike, thus favoring highly bent configurations at the expense of the bulk elastic energy. When the aspect ratio increases, the bending energy of the bulk in the diagonal configuration increases, whereas the longitudinal state only pays the anchoring energy at the short edges, hence independently on the aspect ratio. Therefore, elongating the cell causes the stress fibers to transition from tangential to longitudinal alignment, with a consequent increase of the nematic order parameter. Interestingly, these observations are consistent with the findings of experiments on actin filaments in cell-sized microchambers [43, 44] .
B. Cells on micropillar arrays
In order to validate our model experimentally, we compare our numerical results with experiments on fibroblastoid and epithelioid cells [27] plated on stiff micropillar arrays [28] [29] [30] . The cells are imaged using spinning disk confocal microscopy (see, e.g., Fig. 6A) and the images are then processed in order to detect the orienta- tion of the stress fibers. Upon coarse-graining the local gradients of the image intensity, we reconstruct both the nematic director n (black lines, representing the orientation of the stress fibers) and order parameter S (background color, representing the degree of alignment), as visualized in Fig. 6B . See Appendix C for more detail on the experimental methods and image processing.
Consistent with our results on rectangular cells (Fig.  5) , the stress fibers align parallel to the cell's longitudinal direction and perpendicularly to the cell's shorter edges. Furthermore, the nematic order parameter is close to unity in proximity of the cell contour, indicating strong orientational order near the cell edge, but drops in the interior. This behavior is in part originating from the lower density of stress fibers around the center of mass of the cell, and in part from the presence of ±1/2 nematic disclinations away from the cell edge. These topological defects naturally arise from the tangential orientation along the boundary. Albeit not uniform throughout the whole cell contour, thus not sufficient to impose hard topological constraints on the configuration of the director in the bulk (i.e., Poincaré-Hopf theorem), this forces a non-zero winding of the stress fibers, which in turn is accommodated via the formation of one or more disinclinations. As a consequence of the concave shape of the cell boundary, these defects have most commonly strength −1/2.
To compare our theoretical and experimental results, we extract the locations of the adhesion sites from the experimental data (see Ref. [22] ) and use them as input parameters for the simulations. In Figs. 6C-E we show results of simulations of the cell in Figs. 6A,B for increasing An values, thus decreasing magnitude of the length scale K/W . Here, we take the length scale R = 23.6 µm to be the square root of the cell area and we use constant values for the ratios λ min /σ = 14.7 µm and σ/(σ + α 0 ) = 0.40 as found by an analysis of the elliptical shape of this cell [22] . Fig. 6C shows the results of a simulation where bulk alignment dominates over boundary alignment (An = 0.33, K/W = 71 µm), resulting in an approximately uniform cytoskeleton oriented along the cell's longitudinal direction. The nematic order parameter is also approximatively uniform and close to unity. For larger An values (Fig. 6D , An = 1.7 and K/W = 14 µm), anchoring effects become more prominent, resulting in distortions of the bulk nematic director and the emergence of a −1/2 disclination in the bottom left side of the cell. Upon further increasing An (Fig. 6E , An = 8.0 and K/W = 2.9 µm), the −1/2 topological defect moves towards the interior, as a consequence of the increased nematic order along the boundary. This results in a decrease in nematic order parameter in the bulk of the cell, consistent with our experimental data.
A qualitative comparison between our in vitro ( Fig.  6B ) and in silico cells (Fig. 6E) , highlights a number of striking similarities, such as the overall structure of the nematic director, the configuration of the order parameter (large along the cell edge and in the thin neck at the bottom right of the cell) and the occurrence of a −1/2 disclination on the bottom-left side. In order to make the comparison quantitative and infer the value of the phenomenological parameters introduced in this Section, we have further analyzed the residual function
expressing the departure of the predicted configurations of the nematic tensor,Q sim , from the experimental ones, Q exp . The index i identifies a pixel in the cell and N is the total number of pixels common to both numerical and experimental configurations. By construction, 0 ≤ ∆ 2 ≤ 1, with 0 representing perfect agreement. Fig. 7 shows a plot of ∆ 2 versus the anchoring number An for the cell shown in Fig. 6 . Consistent with the previous qualitative comparison, the agreement is best at large An values, indicating a substantial preference of the stress fibers for parallel anchoring along the cell edge. For the cell in The corresponding values of the length scale K/W are 71 µm (C), 14 µm (D) and 2.9 µm (E) respectively. The values for λmin/σ = 14.7 µm and σ/(σ + α0) = 0.40 are found by an analysis of the elliptical shape of this cell [22] . The ratios λmin∆t/ξt = 1.2 · 10 −3 µm 2 and K∆t/ξr = 1.2 · 10 −3 µm 2 , and the parameters δ = 11 µm, Narc = 20, and ∆x = 1.1 µm are the same for figures (C-E). The number of iterations is 2.1·10
6 . For definitions of ∆t, ∆x, and Narc, see Appendix B.
FIG. 7. Residual function ∆
2 , defined in Eq. (34), as a function of the anchoring number An (Eq. (33) with R = 23.6µm) for the cell displayed in Fig. 6 . The error bars display the standard deviation obtained using jackknife resampling. For large An values the residual flattens, indicating that the actual value of An becomes unimportant once the anchoring torques, which determine the tangential alignment of the stress fibers in the cell's periphery, outcompete the bulk elastic torques. The minimum (∆ 2 = 0.027) is found for An = 8.0.
layer K/W = 2.9 µm. The corresponding numerically calculated configuration is shown in Fig. 6E . However, the flattening of ∆ 2 for large An values implies that the actual value of An becomes unimportant once the anchoring torques, which determine the tangential alignment of the stress fibers in the cell's periphery, outcompete the bulk elastic torques. Therefore, we conclude that the cell illustrated in Fig. 6 is best described by An > ∼ 5, corresponding to a boundary layer K/W < ∼ 5 µm. The same analysis presented above has been repeated for five other cells (Fig. 8 ). The first column shows the raw experimental data, the second column shows the coarse-grained experimental data, and the third column shows the simulations. For these we used the values of λ min /σ and σ/(σ + α 0 ) obtained from a previous analysis of the cell morphology [22] and the An values found by a numerical minimization of ∆ 2 . Also for these cells ∆ 2 flattens for large An values, and we estimate An > ∼ 3 and K/W < ∼ 7 µm. Similar to the cell in Fig. 6 , we observe that the overall structure of the nematic director, including the emergence of −1/2 topological defects, is captured well by our approach, although there is no precise correspondence between the locations of the defects in the experiments and the theory.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this article we investigated the spatial organization of cells adhering on a rigid substrate at a discrete number of points. Our approach is based on a contour model for the cell shape [8, [23] [24] [25] [26] coupled with a continuous phenomenological model for the actin cytoskeleton, inspired by the physics of nematic liquid crystals [62] . This approach can be carried out at various levels of complexity, offering progressively insightful results. Assuming that the orientation of the stress fibers is uniform along individual cellular arcs (but varies from arc to arc), it is possible to achieve a complete analytical description of the geometry of the cell, in which all arcs are approximated by different portions of a unique ellipse. The eccentricity of this ellipse depends on the ratio between the isotropic and directed stresses arising in the actin cytoskeleton, and the orientation of the major axis of this ellipse is parallel to the stress fibers. This method further allows to analytically calculate the traction forces exerted by the cell on the adhesion sites and compare them with traction force microscopy data.
Lifting the assumption that the stress fibers are uniformly oriented along individual cellular arcs allows one to describe the mechanical interplay between cellular shape and the configuration of the actin cytoskeleton. Using numerical simulations and inputs from experiments on fibroblastoid and epithelioid cells plated on stiff micropillar arrays, we identified a feedback mechanism rooted in the competition between the tendency of stress fibers to align uniformly in the bulk of the cell, but tangentially with respect to the cell edge. Our approach enables us to predict both the shape of the cell and the orientation of the stress fibers and can account for the emergence of topological defects and other distinctive morphological features. These predictions are in good agreement with the experimental data and further offer an indirect way to estimate quantities that are generally precluded to direct measurement, such as the cell's internal stresses and the orientational stiffness of the actin cytoskeleton.
The success of this relatively simple approach is remarkable given the enormous complexity of the cytoskeleton and the many physical, chemical, and biological mechanisms associated with stress fiber dynamics and alignment [21, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . Yet, the agreement between our theoretical and experimental results suggests that, on the scale of the whole cell, the myriad of complex mechanisms that govern the dynamics of the stress fibers in adherent cells can be effectively described in terms of simple entropic mechanisms, as those at the heart of the physics of liquid crystals.
In addition, our analysis demonstrates that chiral symmetry breaking can originate from the natural interplay between the orientation of the stress fibers and the shape of the cell. A more detailed investigation of this mechanism is beyond the scope of this study, but will represent a challenge in the near future with the goal of shedding light on the fascinating examples of chiral symmetry breaking observed both in single cells [65] and tissues [66] .
In the future, we plan to use our model to investigate the mechanics of cells adhering to micropatterned substrates that impose reproducible cell shapes [67] , with special emphasis to the interplay between cytoskeletal anisotropy and the geometry of the adhesive patches [68] . These systems are not new to theoretical research, but previous studies have focused on either the cytoskeleton [49] or on cell shape [69] , rather then on their interaction. Furthermore, our framework could be extended to study the role of cytoskeletal anisotropy in cell motility, for instance by taking into account the dynamics of focal adhesions [47, 48] , biochemical pathways in the actin cytoskeleton [70] , or cellular protrusions and retractions [71] . Finally, our approach could be extended to computational frameworks such as vertex models, cellular Potts models, or phase field models [72] , and could provide a starting point for exploring the role of anisotropy in multicellular environments such as tissues [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] . express the angular coordinate ψ of the adhesion points in the frame of the ellipse (Fig. 2a) , namely
Appendix B: Numerical methods
The starting point of our numerical simulations are the positions of the adhesion sites. These are directly determined from the experiments by detecting the pillars along the cell contour that are subject to the largest traction forces (see Ref. [22] for more details). These adhesion sites are fixed during the simulation. Cellular arcs are parameterized in terms of a discrete number of vertices connected by straight edges in a chain-like manner. The bulk of the cell, representing the cytoskeleton, is defined as the region enclosed by the cell edge, and is discretized as a regularly spaced two-dimensional square lattice witĥ Q defined at every lattice point.
At t = 0 the cell consists of an irregular polygon enclosing a random configuration of the nematic tensor. Evidently, this bears no resemblance to a real cell, but reduces the risk of a possible bias in the final configuration. The time-integration is performed by alternating updates of the cell contour and of the bulk nematic tensor. This process is iterated until both the cell edge and the cell bulk reach a steady-state. Our code is available upon request.
The configurations of the cytoskeleton in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 8 have been visualized with Mathematica Version 11.3 (Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL) using the line integral convolution tool.
Numerical implementation of the cell bulk
Eq. (31b) is numerically solved via a finite-difference scheme. Time integration is performed using the forward Euler method, whereas spatial derivatives are calculated using the centered difference approximation. In order to calculate derivatives at lattice points located in proximity of the edge, we use the boundary conditions, specified in Eq. (27) , to express the values of Q xx and Q xy in a number of ghost points located outside the cells. This is conveniently done upon identifying three possible scenarios, illustrated in Fig. 9 . 1) There is a single ghost point on the x− or y−axis (Fig. 9A). 2) There are two ghost points, one on each axis (Fig. 9B). 3) There are two ghost points on the same axis and possibly a third one on the other axis (Fig. 9C) . In the following, we explain how to address each of these cases.
1) Using the centered difference approximation for the first derivative yields the following expression of the ne- matic tensor at a ghost point located at (x ± ∆x, y) or (x, y ± ∆y), with ∆x = ∆y the lattice spacing:
The derivative with respect to x in Eq. (B1a) can be calculated from Eq. (27) , upon taking N = ±x, where the plus (minus) sign correspond to a ghost point located on the left (right) of the central edge point. Thus N · ∇Q ij = ±∂ x Q ij . Analogously, the derivative with respect to y in Eq. (B1b), is approximated as N · ∇Q ij = ±∂ y Q ij , where the plus (minus) sign corresponds to a ghost point located below (above) the central edge point. Combining this with Eq. (27), yields:
The tensor Q 0,ij is evaluated via Eq. (26) using the local orientation of the cell edge.
2) If a given lattice point is linked to ghost points in both the x− and y−directions, we evaluate equation (B2) for both directions independently as explained in the previous paragraph.
3) If a given lattice point is linked to two ghost points in either the x− or y−direction, we employ a forward or backward finite difference approximation for the first spatial derivative of Q ij to evaluate Q ij at the ghost points. This yields:
Q ij (x, y ± ∆y) = Q ij (x, y)
Finally, if the given lattice point is also linked to a ghost point on the other axis, this is evaluated independently using Eq. (B2). The lattice points enclosed by the cells continuously change during the course of a simulation, as a consequence of the relaxation of the cell shape. In case of inclusion of a new lattice point that was previously located outside the cell, the associated Q xx and Q xy values are generated by averaging over the nearest neighbours (horizontally and vertically, not diagonally) that were inside the cell during the previous time step.
Numerical implementation of the cell edge
To calculate the line tension λ, Eq. (30) is discretized as follows:
∆s n T n · Q n ·N n , k = 1, 2 . . . N arc , (B4) where λ 0 is the line tension at the adhesion site at s = 0 (position r 0 ) and λ k is the line tension at vertex k (position r k ). N arc is the total number of vertices in which cellular arcs are discretized, and λ Narc represents the line tension at the other adhesion site. Furthermore, ∆s n = |r n − r n−1 |, T n = (r n − r n−1 )/∆s n , N n = T ⊥ n and Q n =Q n +Q n−1 2 ,
withQ n andQ n−1 the nematic tensor at the vertices n and n − 1. These are set equal toQ at the closest bulk lattice point inside the cell among the four points delimiting the unit cell containing the edge vertices n and n−1 respectively. If none of these is inside the cell, we set Q xx,n = Q xy,n = 0. The quantity λ 0 is calculated in such a way that the minimal λ value along an arc equates the input parameter λ min , representing the minimal tension withstood by the cortical actin. Next, the position of the vertices r k , k = 0, 1 . . . N arc is updated upon integrating Eq. (31a) using the forward Euler method. The curvature and normal vector at vertex k, κ k and N k , are found by constructing a circle with radius R through vertices k − 1, k, and k + 1. The vector from vertex k to the center of the circle is then equated to ±RN k , with the sign such that N k is an inward pointing normal vector, and κ k = ±1/R, with a negative sign for a concave shape and a positive sign for a convex shape. Along each arc, r 0 and r Narc represent the positions of the adhesion sites and are kept fixed during simulations.
Appendix C: Experimental data analysis
The coarse-grained experimental data displayed in Figs. 6B and 8F-J are obtained using the following fourstep procedure.
1) Epithelioid GE11 and fibroblastoid GD25 cells expressing either α5β1 or αvβ3 (GDβ1, GDβ3, GEβ1 and GEβ3) [81] are cultured on microfabricated elastomeric pillar arrays [28] [29] [30] . The resulting cells are imaged using spinning disk confocal microscopy and displayed in Figs. 6A and 8A-E. For details, see Ref. [22] .
2) The locations of the cell interior and the cell edge are found by applying a low-pass filter on the images using Matlab. The interior of the cell is then sampled by overlaying a square lattice of 512 × 512 pixels (1 pixel = 0.138 × 0.138 µm 2 ) on the microscope field-of-view (Figs. 6A and 8A-E).
3) For all pixels that are inside the cell, we calculate the nematic tensor using ImageJ with the OrientationJ plugin [82] in the following way. Given the intensity I(x 0 , y 0 ) of the image at the point (x 0 , y 0 ), we define the symmetric 2 × 2 matrixĴ = ∇I∇I , where · · · = w(x, y)dx dy (· · · ) represents a weighted average with w(x, y) a Gaussian with a standard deviation of five pixels (0.69 µm) centered at (x 0 , y 0 ). TheĴ matrix can be expressed as:
where Λ max and Λ min are the largest and smallest eigenvalues ofĴ , e min the eigenvector corresponding to Λ min , andÎ the two-dimensional identity matrix. TheĴ matrix is then used to estimate the average stress fiber direction u:
Here, the quantityÎ − uu reflects that the largest gradients in intensity are perpendicular to the orientation of the stress fibers and |∇I| 2 = trĴ = Λ max + Λ min . Combining Eqs. (C1) and (C2), we obtain uu − 1 2Î = Λ max − Λ min Λ max + Λ min e min e min − 1 2Î .
(C3) Comparing this with the definition of the nematic tensor [62] :
we find: S = Λ max − Λ min Λ max + Λ min , n = (cos θ SF , sin θ SF ) = e min .
(C5) 4) The data are further coarse-grained in blocks of 8 × 8 pixels corresponding to regions of size 1.104 × 1.104 µm in real space. This results in a new 64 × 64 lattice. The value of the nematic tensor in the new coarse-grained pixels is obtained from an average over those of the original 8 × 8 pixels located inside the cell. In turn, the coarsegrained pixels are considered inside the cell if more than half of the original pixels were inside the cell.
